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Welcome to Weiss Ratings
Guide to Credit Unions

Most people automatically assume their credit union will survive, year after year.  However, prudent 
consumers and professionals realize that in this world of shifting risks, the solvency of financial 
institutions can’t be taken for granted.  After all, your credit union’s failure could have a heavy 
impact on you in terms of lost time, lost money (in cases of deposits exceeding the federal insurance 
limit), tied-up deposits, lost credit lines, and the possibility of being shifted to another institution 
under not-so-friendly terms.

If you are looking for accurate, unbiased ratings and data to help you choose a credit union for 
yourself, your family, your company or your clients, Weiss Ratings’ Guide to Credit Unions gives 
you precisely what you need.

Weiss Ratings’ Mission Statement
Weiss Ratings’ mission is to empower consumers, professionals, and institutions with high quality 
advisory information for selecting or monitoring a financial services company or financial 
investment.

In doing so, Weiss Ratings will adhere to the highest ethical standards by maintaining our 
independent, unbiased outlook and approach to advising our customers.

Why rely on Weiss Ratings?

Weiss Ratings provides fair, objective ratings to help professionals and consumers alike make 
educated financial decisions.

At Weiss Ratings, integrity is number one.  Weiss Ratings never takes a penny from rated companies 
for issuing its ratings. And, we publish Weiss Safety Ratings without regard for institutions’ 
preferences.  Our analysts review and update Weiss Ratings each and every quarter, so you can be 
sure that the information you receive is accurate and current – providing you with advance warning 
of financial vulnerability early enough to do something about it.

Other rating agencies focus primarily on a company’s current financial solvency and consider only 
mild economic adversity.  Weiss Ratings also considers these issues, but in addition, our analysis 
covers a company’s ability to deal with severe economic adversity in terms of a sharp decline in the 
value of its investments and a drop in the collectibility of its loans.

Our use of more rigorous standards stems from the viewpoint that a financial institution’s obligations 
to its customers should not depend on favorable business conditions. A credit union must be able to 
honor its loan and deposit commitments in bad times as well as good.

Weiss’s rating scale, from A to F, is easy to understand. Only a limited number of outstanding 
institutions receive an A (Excellent) rating, although there are many to choose from within the B 
(Good) category. A large group falls into the broad average range which receives C (Fair) ratings. 
Companies that demonstrate marked vulnerabilities receive either D (Weak) or E (Very Weak) 
ratings.  So, there’s no numbering system, star counting, or color-coding to keep track of.
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RECENT CREDIT UNION FAILURES
2017

Institution Headquarters

Date
of

Failure

At Date of Failure

Total Assets 
($Mil)

Safety Rating

New York State Employees FCU New York, NY 10/27/17 2.0 D (Weak)

Lomto Federal Credit Union Woodside, NY 06/27/17 236.5 D+ (Weak)

Riverdale Credit Union Selma, AL 06/22/17 76.2 B- (Good)

Community United FCU Waycross, GA 04/20/17 23.2 C (Fair)

Shreveport Federal Credit Union Shreveport, LA 04/13/17 106.7 B (Good)

FCAMEC Federal Credit Union Tallahassee, FL 03/17/17 1.77 D- (Weak)

Melrose CU Briarwood, NY 02/10/17 1,950.00 C (Fair)


